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Abstract - This paper is all about retailer we all knows there is many of websites (amazon, flipkart) etc. Where we are using 

Hadoop technology to perform creation of data, fetching and storing (pig and hive). Here, retailer is having access to an 

object of production. In Bigdata, this article we attempt to focus on the value created for retail industry.  We focused on the 

value that is to be create, stored and resolve by big data for retailers easiness. While major of paper are published of big 

data and their analysis around their technical execution there is few of paper that work on retails. So, that is not exclusive 

we all live in this era where we won't do any paper work. In retail data analysis we work on Hadoop to listing out the 

customers detail regarding their objects and their module that are used. And also there is little bit study of Hadoop 

distributed file system is to store bulk of data reliable, clustering and streaming. An also studied of various components as 

spark and flume. In distributed files there is thousands of users access an application like as facebook and twitter so all 

about the management of the unstructured data. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Through this era information is kept rising and that heavily growth generated their needs to change the information is managed and 

executes. Apache Hadoop is an distributed Infrastructure. It is used a singleton machine and in advantages get full potential. There 

is thousands of computers with multiples of processors. its designed efficiently and distributing their jobs. Same thing happen in 

retailers side. Big data refers to set of data that is difficult to store, manage and analyse using software and databases. Big data we 

can say a terminology that deals with all these problem and provide a solution. Now a days thousands of company working and 

creating a huge amount of data in daily basis many of ecommerce site too. Walmart collecting more than 2.5 pb data of customer 

transactions alone in regular basis. All of data that being produced we analysed to obtain  insights. Retailers can use big data 

analytics to improve their marketing. So through big data analytics we get more about how customers behave its potential gains or 

pricing. Hadoop has many of techniques using this we fetch the no. of records using an object. Basically here perform extraction 

transformation and loading (ETL), in this tool that allows to extract raw data from variety of sources. It transforms according to 

structure and loads it into a data warehouses. By transforming data into a structure format, which can help to obtain valuable 

information? Data warehouse is a data library used to storing data which are structure for analysis. Distributed system it is a set of 

multiple systems connected together is used to solve a computational problem. At last Hadoop is introduced is an apache software 

that is open software framework and it perform loading, storing and querying. Here we only were targeting on customer’s 

individuals behaviours we analysing customers through their product recommendation. And fetch according to their brands chain 

wise end all of data stored in an other value. The main aim of this analysis is the fetching the no of records from retail industry. 

 

2. DEFINTION OF BIG DATA 

Big data means really a big data it is a collection of large datasets that cannot be processed using traditional computing techniques. 

Big data is not a merely data rather it has become a complete subject, which involves various tools, techniques and framework. So, 

Big data is a Buzzword and a problem which deals with 3-v’s.that is generated – 

 

1. Volume - 

 It is defined as the amount of data available to an organization or a firm, as long as it can access it, is a data volume. In simple 

manner we can say it is a data of particular application and firm data. Weightage of data usage. 

 

2. Velocity - 
  Velocity is defined as no. of users. It can we say streaming and aggregation of data and the continuous flow of data or information. 

 

3. Variety - 

Data variety is the richness of data representation. Many of things happen it takes in the form of images uploading, post, updates, 

chatting(messaging)etc. variety of data means types of data it is structured, unstructured or semi-structured. There is another “v” 

also introduced i.e. stands for veracity it means big data request to change from one machine to another. 

 

So the big data includes huge volume of, high velocity and extensible variety of data. The data in it will be three types. 

 Structure data- Relational data. 

 Semi-structured data – xml data  
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 Unstructured data- word ,pdf, text, media logs. 

 

3. ANALYSIS OF BIG DATA 

MapReduce- 

This includes systems like massively parallel processing (MPP) database systems and map reduce that provide analytical capabilities 

for retrospective and complex analysis that may touch for all of the data. MapReduce provide a new method of analysing data, that 

is complementary to the capabilities provide by SQL and a system based on MapReduce that can be scaled up from single servers 

to thousands of high and low end machines. In MapReduce is mainly a data processing component of hardtop  

It is a programming model for processing large number of data sets. It contain the task across the nodes. It consist of two phases- 

 Map 

 Reduce 

Map converts a typical dataset into another set of data where individual elements  are divided into intermediates pair key and value. 

 

Reduce task that output files from a map considering as an input than integrate the data tuples into a smaller set of tuples. 

Terminology- 

Mapper-this application helps to maps the input key/value pairs. 

Namenode-this node manages the HDFS. 

Datanode- datanode is used where data is presented before processing. 

Masternode- It is used where jobtracker runs and receives job request from clients. 

Slavenode- Map and reduce program run particularly in this node. 

Job- It is an execution process of a mapper and reducer. 

Task-  Task of an execution of a mapped or a called as reducer on a slice of data. 

 

 
 

4.  FRAMEWORKS  BACKGROUND AND HADOOP RELATED PROJECT 

 

HDFS-Hadoop distributed file system is part of hardtop framework, used to store and processed datasets. It provides fault tolerant 

file system to run on commodity hardware. In Hadoop ecosystems there is contain different sub-projects (tools) such as Sqoop , 

hive, pig that are used to helphardtop modules[8]. 

Sqoop- It is used to export and import data to and fro between HDFS and RDBMS. The traditional application management system 

that is the interaction of applications with relational database using RDBMS is one of the sources that generate big data. Such big 

data generated by RDBMS is stored in relational databases servers in the relational database structure. SQOOP-“SQL to Hadoop 

and Hadoop to SQL” Sqoop is a tool designed to transfer data between Hadoop and relational databases servers. 

PIG- It is procedural language platform used to develop a script for MapReduce operations. Apache pig is a high level platform for 

creating programmes that run on apache Hadoop. The language for this platform is called pig Latin. Pig can execute its Hadoop 

jobs in MapReduce , apache tez, or apache spark. Pig Latin abstracts the programming from the java MapReduce idiom into a 

notation which makes MapReduce programming high level, similar to that of SQL for relational database management systems. 

Pig Latin can be extended using user-defined functions (UDFs). Which the user can write in java, python, JavaScript’s. 

 

Hive– It is platform used to develop SQL type scripts to do MapReduce operations. Apache hive is a data warehouse software 

project built on top of apache Hadoop for providing data summarization, query and analysis. Hive gives an sol-like interface to 

query and analysis .Hive gives an SQL-like interface to query data stored in various databases and file systems that integrate with 

Hadoop[1]. Traditional SQL queries must be implemented in the MapReduce java API to execute SQL applications and queries 

(HiveQL) into the underlying java without the need to implement queries in the low level Java API. In retail data analysis we are 

using these tools to manage the records and perform various of operations. Retail sales represent purchases of finished goods and 

services by consumers and businesses. They occur with products that have made it to the end of the supply chain. The chain starts 

with the goods producer or provider and the ends with retailer. The beginning of the supply chain includes commodities and other 
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raw material. Manufacturers create the product. The middle of the supply chain is wholesales they distribute the goods and services 

to retailers. The retailers sell them to the consumers. So that all about my project run here we perform many of operations like as  

 Creation of production table 

 Exporting of data from hive to MySQL. 

 Perform partitioning and bucketing-Partitioning and bucketing- 

 Partitioning and bucketing in hive will let you do faster querying.  

  For dynamic partitioning, load the data in to staging table which is already done.  

 Now create a production table, and insert data 

 Grouping by id and chain. 

 Again export data from hive to pig 

 Top 10 entries will fetch(brands, customers) 

 Stored all result. 

For example-Transaction is a production table queries to load data on pig-transactions = 

LOADTransactionsData/partm00000'USINGPigStorage(',')as(id:chararray,chain:chararray,dept:chararray,category:chararray,com

pany:chararray,brand:chararray,date:chararray,productsize:float,productmeasure:chararray,purchasequantity:int, 

purchaseamount:float); 

 

Retail Data Analysis using Pig and Hive – 

• In retail data analysis there a transactions name cave file is created first and then it performs extraction, transformation and 

loading (ETL). Retail stores daily generate millions of transactions logs.  

• Analyzing these logs would generate beautiful insights and improve business.  

• Storing these logs on traditional databases would be costly and scalability will be a big challenge.  

Volume of transactions  

• Stores like Wal Mart are spread across different locations.  

• Daily millions of customers visit these stores and generate billions of logs.  

• These billions of logs contribute to huge volume of data. 

• Velocity of transactions  

• In peak hours, 1000’s of transactions will happen in any given second.  

• 1000’s of transactions/sec across all stores contribute to high velocity.  

• Variety of transactions 

• The most widely known varieties of data generated by transactions:  

• Jason Format  

• Xml format 

• CSU Format 

Flume-Apache Flume is a reliable and distributed data ingestion tool that can ingest streaming and aggregate large amounts of data 

from different sources onto target data store there are variety of data sources generating data in the form of server logs, user-content 

on social media platform, user engagement on web service applications, network systems data. 

Spark -Apache Spark is a general-purpose and fast in memory cluster computing platform configuring simple in Java, Scale, Python 

and SQL. Spark back-up its intensive computations by extending the Map Reduce programming model. When it comes to speed, it 

has the ability to run the massive stream, iterative type of computations in memory. The Spark system execution is faster than 

application workloads when running with Map Reduce on disk. 

 

5. Conclusions 

Spark is one of the newest tool in MapReduce field. Its purpose to make data analysis fast to write and run. spark always in memory 

querying of data in distributed machines too. So in future work I work on spark and flume for faster result and betterment in 

distributed file system whereas hive and pig tool reduce the no. of codes and easily to managed records. It reduce paper work we 

all knows its sometimes difficult to maintain. Using flume provide interface This study also analyses the uses of frameworks like 

Flume and Hive in order to work on the semi structured data formats. This study reproduces the data architecture by using the 

existing ones depending on the use case requirement on a low cost hardware. Finally, this thesis also discusses the integration of 

distributed framework components at a single level of design to improve execution time, storing as well as processing of data for 

better maintenance 
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